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Orienge Introduces Conterra 2.1
for Efficient Enterprise Content Management
Saratoga Springs, New York, January 19, 2012 – Orienge, LLC (“Orienge”) introduces a new version
of the Orienge Conterra Enterprise Content Management (“ECM”) system, Conterra 2.1.
The entire Conterra suite of modules and client applications has been upgraded to include: 1 – A web
access with new interface that ensures higher productivity/efficiency when working the broad range
of Conterra data structures; 2 – The modernized Document Generator enhancing the functionalities
of the Document Management module; 3 – The improved KPI Management web application interface;
4 – The renewed Records Management solution that has improved substantially in regard to paper
document management (in addition to the existing electronic records management); 5 – The Contract
Management solution empowered with advanced prefill and task generation using the powerful Conterra
wizard features; 6 – New analytical reports and refined performance indicators for all Orienge business
solutions; and, 7 – Dozens of minor improvements requested by Conterra users, as well as by clients’
administrators and IT specialists, that have been implemented with renewed development
& administration tools for simpler Conterra system administration and configuration.
“While Orienge has a long term set of development objectives for Conterra, we pay serious attention
to real market (i.e. customer generated) needs and each new version of Conterra reflects a blend
of both,” explained Daniel P. Shields, President and CEO of Orienge. Shields went on to say, “Conterra
2.1 solidifies the Orienge position of constantly developing Conterra advantages. These advantages
make this system a highly convenient and full-functional corporate content & collaboration management
product. Conterra 2.1 is no exception, and we are proud to announce the latest modifications package
available to all Orienge Conterra subscribers.”
The company’s plans for the future include a consistent expansion in ready-to-use Conterra-based
business solutions and preparation of advancements in the Core ECM modules.
ABOUT ORIENGE CONTERRA
Orienge is headquartered in Saratoga Springs, New York and provides advanced ECM solutions for
companies with document users ranging from 50 to 1,000, including a powerful ECM system named
Conterra. With over 1,000 successful ECM international implementations, Orienge’s ECM solutions offer
companies content management, collaboration, business process management, and a development
platform for advanced applications and data interoperability. Conterra’s business solutions are highlighted
by Records Management, Contract Management, and HR Management.
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